Abstract. We construct a connected complete metric space X such that every separable subspace of X is zero-dimensional and X admits a continuous surjective monotone hereditarily quotient map f : X → [0, 1] such that every point x ∈ X is a point of local minimum or local maximum for f . The metric space X is economic in the sense that |dist(A × A)| ≤ dens(A) for each infinite subspace A ⊂ X.
In this paper we shall construct a pathological complete metric space X. It is connected but all its separable subspaces are zero-dimensional; X admits a continuous monotone function f : X → R having all points of X as points of local extremum, but f is not constant. This gives a strong negative answer to (the nonseparable version of) the following problem posed by the last author [Wój] in 2006 on the problem session of the Winter School in Abstract Analysis inČech Republic, and then repeated in 2008 in [MW] . Problem 1. Assume that a continuous function f : X → R defined on a connected (separable metric) space has a local extremum at each point x ∈ X. Is f constant (at least for X = [0, 1])?
The functions appearing in this problem will be called locally extremal. More precisely, we define a function f : X → Y from a topological space X to a pospace (Y, ≤) to be locally extremal if each point x ∈ X is a point of local maximum or local minimum of f . By a pospace we mean a topological space Y endowed with a partial order ≤. We say that x ∈ X is a point of local maximum of f : X → Y if x has a neighborhood O(x) ⊂ X such that f (x ′ ) ≤ f (x) for all x ′ ∈ O(x). Replacing the inequality f (x ′ ) ≤ f (x) by f (x ′ ) ≥ f (x), we obtain the definition of a point of local minimum.
In fact, Problem 1 has different answers depending on the properties of the domain X of the function f : X → R. First we survey some positive results related to this problem.
Positive results
We start with a classical result of Waclaw Sierpiński [Ser] .
Proposition 1 (Sierpiński) . For any function f : R → R the set {f (x) : x ∈ R is a point of local extremum of f } of values of f at the points of local extrema is at most countable. Consequently, each continuous locally extremal function f : R → R is constant.
The argument of Sierpiński was rediscovered in the paper [BGN] where the authors proved that each locally extremal function f : X → R on a space X of weight w(X) < |R| is constant. In fact, the weight of X in their result can be replaced by the weak separation number R(X) introduced by M.Tkachenko in [Tk] .
We define a topological space X to be weakly separated if each point x ∈ X has an open neighborhood O x ⊂ X such that for any two distinct points x, y ∈ X either x / ∈ O y or y / ∈ O x . The cardinal number R(X) = sup{|Y | : Y is a weakly separated subspace of X} is called the weak separation number of X. By [Tk] ,
where w(X) (resp. nw(X)) stands for the (network) weight of X and c(X) is the cellularity of X. On the other hand, A. Hajnal and I. Juhasz [HJ] constructed a CH-example of a regular space X with ℵ 0 = R(X) < nw(X) = c.
It is an open problem if such an example exists in ZFC, see Problem 15 in [GM] .
Proof. Write X as the union X = X 0 ∪ X 1 of the sets X 0 and X 1 consisting of local minimums and local maximums of the function f , respectively. We claim that |f (X 0 )| ≤ R(X). Assuming the converse, find a subset A ⊂ X 0 such that |A| > R(X) and f |A is injective. Each point a ∈ A, being a point of local minimum of f , possesses a neighborhood O a ⊂ X such that f (a) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ O a . We claim that the family of neighborhoods {O a } a∈A witnesses that the set A is weakly separated. Assuming the opposite, we would find two distinct points a,
, which contradicts the injectivity of f on A. This contradiction proves the inequality |f (X 0 )| ≤ R(X). By analogy we can prove that |f (X 1 )| ≤ R(X).
We recall that a function f : X → Y between two topological spaces is called Darboux if the image f (C) of each connected subspace C ⊂ X is connected. It is clear that each continuous function is Darboux. A topological space X is called functionally Hausdorff if for any two distinct points x, y ∈ X there is a continuous function f : X → R such that f (x) = f (y). Proposition 2 implies the following corollary answering Problem 1. Corollary 1. A locally extremal Darboux function f : X → Y from a topological space X to a functionally Hausdorff pospace Y is constant provided any two points x, y ∈ X lie in a connected subspace Z ⊂ X with R(Z) < |R|.
Proof. Assuming that f is not constant, find two points a, b ∈ X with f (a) = f (b) and let Z ⊂ X we a connected subspace of X containing the points a, b and having R(Z) < |R|. The local extremality of f implies the local extremality of the restriction f |Z. Proposition 2 ensures that |f (Z)| < 2R(Z) < |R|. Since f is Darboux, f (Z) is a connected subspace of Y having cardinality |f (Z)| < |R| and containing at least two distinct points f (a), f (b). Since the space Y is functionally Hausdorff, there exists a continuous function g : Y → R such that g(f (a)) = g(f (b)). Then the image g(f (Z)) is a connected subspace of the real line with cardinality 1 < |g(f (Z))| ≤ |f (Z)| < |R|, which is a contradiction confirming that f is constant.
Corollary 1 implies that a continuous locally extremal function f : X → R on a connected topological space X is constant provided R(X) < |R|. In [LDF1] , [LDF2] Le Donne and Fedeli improved this result showing that it remains true for continuous locally extremal functions f : X → R on connected topological spaces with countable cellularity c(X) = sup{|U| : U is a disjont family of non-empty of subsets of X}.
We shall generalize the result of Le Donne and Fedeli to locally extremal maps with values in Lawson pospaces.
We define a pospace Y to be a Lawson pospace if for any two distinct points a, b ∈ Y there is a continuous monotone map χ : Y → R such that χ(a) = χ(b) (the monotonicity of χ means that χ(x) ≤ χ(y) for any points x ≤ y in Y ). It follows that each Lawson pospace is functionally Hausdorff.
The mentiened result of Le Donne and Fedeli [LDF2] admits a self-generalization:
Proposition 3. A locally extremal continuous function f : X → Y from a topological space X to a Lawson pospace Y is constant provided any two points a, b ∈ X lie in a connected subspace Z ⊂ X with cellularity c(Z) < |R|.
Proof. Assuming that f : X → Y is not constant, find two points x, y ∈ X with f (x) = f (y) and select a connected subspace Z ⊂ X with c(Z) < |R| that contains the points x, y. Since the pospace Y is Lawson, for the points
Taking into account that the map χ is monotone and f is locally extremal, we conclude that the composition χ • f : X → R is locally extremal and so is the restriction χ • f |Z : Z → R. Since Z is a connected space with cellularity c(Z) < |R|, the map χ • f |Z is constant according to [LDF2] . On the other hand, χ • f (Z) contains two distinct points: χ(f (x)) and χ(f (y)). This contradiction completes the proof.
Two counterexamples
In this section we consider two counterexamples to Problem 1. The simplest one was presented in [MW] and [BGN] .
Example 1. The projection pr : I × I → I, pr : (x, y) → x, from the lexicographic square onto the interval I = [0, 1] is continuous and locally extremal but not constant.
The lexicographic square is the space I × I endowed with the order topology generated by the linear order:
and y ≤ y ′ . The lexicographic square is known to be a connected first countable compact Hausdorff space.
The problem of the existence of a non-constant locally extremal function on a connected metric space was posed in [Wój] and [MW] and answered in affirmative in [LDF1] , [LDF2] and independently by the authors in [BVW] , where the following example was constructed.
Example 2. There is a connected complete metric space B admitting a locally extremal continuous function f : B → I onto the interval I = [0, 1].
We shall describe the space B from Example 2 and then we shall use it as a builing block for our main pathological space in Example 1 below. For the description of the space B it will be convenient to use the language of non-standard analysis.
Consider the field R(ε) of rational functions of one real variable ε. It will be convenient to think of ε as a fixed positive infinitely small number. In this case the function field R(ε) can be considered as a non-standard extension of the real line R by the infinitesimal element ε > 0.
Let I = [0, 1] denote the unit interval. In the field R(ε) consider two infinitely small half-intervals:
and let I ± = I + ∪ I − be their union. Looking at the set I ± with various magnifying glasses we can see the following pictures:
Now consider the cone
over the infinitely small set I ± . Each element of H is a polynomial of the form t(1 + x(ε + ε 2 )) or t(1 + x(ε − ε 2 )) for some t, x ∈ I. The map
will be called the real place of the element tλ ∈ H. It is equal to the value of the polynomial tλ at zero. Next, consider the rectangle
in the field of rational functions with complex coefficients over the variable ε. For any element z = λ + iy ∈ B let ℜ(z) = ℜ(λ) and ℑ(z) = y. In such a way we define two functions ℜ, ℑ : B → I. Now we shall define a complete metric on the space B turning the map ℑ : B → I into a monotone locally extremal function. To define this metric it will be convenient to use the following terminology.
We shall imagine the set B as an office building in which the subset H + ib, b ∈ I, is the bth floor. Each lift place a + ib, a ∈ I ± , is connected with the central office c b = ib by the corridor [ib, a + ib] = {ta + ib : t ∈ I} of length 1. In a more formal language this means that on the b-floor H + ib we introduce the hedgehog metric:
Endowed with the so-defined metric, the floor H + ib of the building B becomes a complete metric space of diameter 2 (and radius 1), homeomorphic to the metric hedgehog with |I ± | = c many spines. 
to any upper (lower) floor using a single lift. Now we define the distance in the building B as the smallest amount of time necessary to get from one place to another place of B by feets (inside of the floors) and lifts (between the floors).
More formally, this distance d on B can be defined as follows. In the square B × B consider the subset
It is easy to check that this metric d on B is complete and has the following property: Lemma 1. The distance d(x, y) between two points x, y ∈ B belongs to the additive subgroup of R generated by the set {1, ℜ(x), ℜ(y), ℑ(x), ℑ(y)}. Now we establish some useful properties of the map ℑ : B → I, ℑ : x + iy → y.
Observe that for every b ∈ I the preimage ℑ −1 (b) = H + ib is connected, being homeomorphic to the metric hedgehog with continuum many spines. Thus we get:
Lemma 2. The map ℑ : B → I is monotone.
We recall that a function f : X → Y between two topological spaces is monotone if for every point y ∈ Y the preimage f −1 (y) is connected.
Next, we check that ℑ : B → I is hereditarily quotient. We recall that a map f : X → Y between topological spaces if hereditarily quotient if for every subspace A ⊂ Y the map f |f −1 (A) : A → A is quotient. This is equivalent to saying that for every y ∈ Y and each open set U ⊂ X containing the preimage f −1 (y) the image f (U ) is a neighborhood of y, see [En1, 2.4.F] . It is easy to see that a map f : X → Y is hereditarily quotient if for every y ∈ Y there is a point x ∈ f −1 (y) such that of f is open at x.
We say that a map f : By [En1, 6.1 .H], a topological space is connected if it admits a monotone hereditarily quotient map onto a connected space. Now we wee that Lemma 3 implies the following lemma that completes the justification of Example 2.
Lemma 4. The space B is connected.
An economic connected complete metric space
The complete metric space B from Example 2 contains many connected separable subspaces (homeomorphic to the closed interval I = [0, 1]). In this section we shall use this space B as a building block for a connected complete metric space X that admits a non-constant locally extremal map f : X → [0, 1] and contains no connected separable subspaces. The latter property of X will be derived from the following metric property of X.
We define a metric space (X, d) to be economic if for every infinite subspace A ⊂ X the set d(A × A) = {d(x, y) : x, y ∈ A} has cardinality |d(A × A)| ≤ dens(A) non-exceeding the density of A. The following obvious property of economic metric spaces implies that such spaces contain no non-degenerate separable connected subspaces.
Proposition 4. If a metric space (X, d) is econmic, the each subspace A ⊂ X of density dens(A) < c is zero-dimensional. If A is connected, then |A| ≤ 1.
The following example is the main result of this paper. Theorem 1. There is an economic connected complete metric space X admitting a locally extremal surjective continuous monotone hereditarily quotient map f :
The space X is defined as the subspace
of the countable power of the office building space B from Example 2. The space X is endowed with the complete metric
induced by the complete metric of the space B.
The non-constant locally extremal function f :
for the kth coordinate projection and ℑ : B → I is the localy extremal function on B considered in Example 2.
We need to check that the space X and the function f have the properties indicated in Example 1. First note that the continuity of the projection π Next, we prove that the space X is connected and the map ℑ • π ω 1 : X → I is monotone and hereditarily quotient. First observe that the space X is the limit of the inverse sequence → X n → · · · → X 1 of the spaces
connected by the bonding projections
Lemma 6. For every n ≥ 2 the projection pr n : X n → X n−1 is monotone and hereditarily quotient.
Proof. Fix any point y = (z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ) ∈ X n and observe that pr −1 n (y) = {(z 1 , . . . , z n−1 , z) : z ∈ B, ℑ(z) = ℜ(z n−1 )} can be identified with the floor H + ℜ(z n−1 )i = ℑ −1 (ℜ(z n−1 )) of the office building space B. Since this floor is connected, so is the preimage pr −1 n (y), witnessing that the projection pr n : X n → X n−1 is monotone.
To check that this projection is hereditarily quotient, fix any any neighborhood U ⊂ X n of the preimage pr −1 n (y) ⊂ X n . We need to show that the image pr n (U ) contains the point y in its interior. Write the point z n−1 as z n−1 = ℜ(z n−1 )a n−1 + iℑ(z n−1 ) for some a n−1 ∈ I ± .
We shall divide the proof into 2 cases.
1. First assume that ℜ(z n−1 ) is equal to 0 (resp. 1). Let z n = 0 ↑ 0 (resp. z n = 1 ↓ 1 ) be the transit lift place at the lowest (resp. highest) floor of the building B. Observe that z = (z 1 , . . . , z n−1 , z n ) = (y, z n ) ∈ X n ⊂ X n−1 × B and pr n ( z) = y, which implies that U is a neighborhood of z. Find two open sets U y ⊂ X n−1 and U z ⊂ B such that z ∈ (U y × U z ) ∩ X n ⊂ U . By Lemma 3, the map ℑ : B → I is open at the point z n . Consequently the image ℑ(U z ) is an neighborhood of ℜ(z n−1 ) in I. By the continuity of the map ℜ : B → I at the point y, there is a neighborhood V y ⊂ U y of y such that ℜ(V y ) ⊂ ℑ(U z ). We claim that V y ⊂ pr n (U ). Indeed, given any point y ′ ∈ V y , we can use the inclusion ℜ(V y ) ⊂ ℑ(U z ) in order to find a point z
2. Next, assume that 0 < ℜ(z n−1 ) < 1. Consider the commutative diagramm 
is an open neighborhood of the point y in X n−1 and s I |V is the inverse to the map ℜ n−1 |O(z n−1 ) witnessing that ℜ n−1 is a local homeomorphism at y. Next, observe that the map
is a continuous section of the coordinate projection π n : X n → B. Since s B (H + iℜ(z n−1 )) ⊂ pr with monotone hereditarily quotient bonding projections, we can apply Theorem 11 of [Puz] to obtain our last lemma establishing the items (1) and (2) of Example 1.
Lemma 7. The space X is connected and the map f = ℑ • π 1 : X → I is monotone and hereditarily quotient.
Lemma 8. The metric space is economic.
Proof. We need to establish the inequality |dist(A × A)| ≤ dens(A) for any infinite subspace A ⊂ X.
Observe that for every k ∈ N the composition ℑ • π ω k : X → I is locally extremal and hence Z k = ℑ • π k (A) has cardinality |Z k | ≤ 2R(A) ≤ 2w(A) by Proposition 2. It follows that the union Z = k∈N Z k has cardinality |Z| ≤ ℵ 0 · w(A). Let G be an additive subgroup of R generated by the set { z 2 n : z ∈ Z, n ∈ N}. It follows from Lemma 1 and the definition of the metric on X that dist(A × A) ⊂ G and hence |dist(A × A)| ≤ |G| ≤ ℵ 0 · w(A).
Remark 1. The first example of a connected metric spaces whose every separable subspace is zero-dimensional was constructed by R.Pol in [Pol] . Later, spaces with similar properties have been constructed in [Sim] , [WPhD] , [MW2] . However all those examples are not completely-metrizable (and non-Borel). The example from [MW] has an additional algebraic structure: it is a topological group, coinciding with the graph Gr(h) ⊂ R × Y of a suitable discontinuous group homomorphism h : R → Y to a non-separable Banach space Y such that Gr(h) is connected but each subspace Z ⊂ Gr(h) of weight w(Z) < w(Y ) = c is totally disconnected. The latter means that for any two distinct points x, y ∈ Z there is a closed-and-open subset U ⊂ Z such that x ∈ U ⊂ Z \ {y}. Having in mind the latter example, it is natural to search a connected complete metric group whose every separable subspace is zero-dimensional. Such an (economic) complete metric group will be constructed in [BW] .
